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                            VISION:  

                                                         Hardayal technical campus has been built on the 

values                                             of sound knowledge and experienced guidance. With 

                                                       A vision to become India’s leading educational campus,  

                                                       We aim to nurture tomorrow's technical leaders, to  

                                                       Build a prosperous future for those who've vested   

                                                       Their trust in us. 

 

                             MISSION: 

                                                     At Hardayal Technical Campus, we dare our students  

                                                     to dream big, not to set limits on the possibilities, if  

                                                     we are to instill the spirit in our student, how can we  

                                                     demand anything less from ourselves? 

 

                                                    We will provide individual attention, world-class quality  

                                                    education and take care of character building. 

  

                               Our Aims: 

o To maintain the eminence. 

o To rank among the top institutions in the country 

in the quality of its students. 

o To advance all aspects of education and its relation 

with the collateral arts and sciences. 

o To add value beyond the curriculum. 
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Hello students! 

                I am glad to inform all our 

students, faculty and members associated 

with Hardayal Technical Campus (HTC) that 

we are bringing out a college News Letter. 

The college newsletter will definitely help to 

showcase the activities that are happening in 

the campus. 

Not only this helps in building up teamwork 

but also give us competitive advantage in the fast changing global scenario. It will 

enhance and expose the talent base, merits and academic achievements of the 

faculty and students. 

The composite environment will include documentation culture for the institute. 

This would definitely create an impact in the minds of readers, by way of providing 

larger visibility and dimensions to the campus. I hope that this culture of releasing 

newsletter continue forever and become a quote to others. 
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It is through continues efforts and genuine work of this institution that results in 

prospective growth and fulfillment of a dream to build it into on illustration of 

knowledge. 

 

“By three methods we may learn wisdom: First by reflection which 

is noblest, second by imitation, which is easiest and third by experience, which is 

bitterest” 

 

From experiences we get to receive success which is far superior to one easily get 

through imitation. Learning in the form of the cultural, academic, sport literary 

activities and achievements of its efforts. 

 

We drive to inform, engage, inspire and entertain a diverse readership consists of 

alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents & other friends of HTC by giving them 

transparent view of institution. 

 

We are confident of achieving this identity with your support & dedication and hat 

of all stakeholders. 
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‘ Tea club’ is formed in order to give students a platform to learn while discussing their 

ideas on every Saturday ‘Tea Club’ brings new ideas to ignite students mind and help them 

learn in conducive, healthy and friendly environment. 

 

There was debate competition on August. In the next session a motivational movie 

projected in them value of ‘their selves’ 

 

Every time our efforts will go in the direction of students up building. 

 

Experts Session: 

 

‘DUCAT’ visited Hardayal Technical Campus, MrFaizal Khan imparted on Personality 

development and Mr Pawankumar put lecture on ‘CAD’ software. Both classes were 

very beneficial for the students of MBA and B.tech, mechanical. 

 

Academic Graph: 

 

The college conducted its first midterm tests from 1stsep to 7thsep. Students 

performance in the tests were released and those who performed below standard 

were required to call their parents. Guidelines were given so that they can perform 

better in the next class tests. 
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Between the shows of monsoon, this beautiful festival turns out to be full of 

joyous celebrations. Creative ideas and traditional values where a student gets to 

show their talent through ‘MEHANDI’ and ‘RANGOLI’ competition. 

The aim of the institution is to let them portray their ideas, of which they did by making 

exceptionally beautiful mehandi designs and colorful rangolis decorated with fragrance of 

flowers. 
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With a special gift of learning and with a heart that deeply cares you add a lot of 

love to everything you share and even though you mean a lot you’ll never know how 

much for you helped to change the world. 

 

A wonderful day to describe! 

What warmth and gratitude students show!! 
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With illumination of light in front of god of wisdom ‘GANESHA; and goddess of 

knowledge ‘ SARASWATI’ we move ahead to remember once again great man of the 

century ‘Dr. Sarvapalli  Radhakrishnan’ on whose birthday this special day is our . Director 

Sir, share few instances from sarvapalli Radhakrishnan’s novels ‘HINDU VIEW Of LIFE’ 

and also suggest teacher and student’s the importance of living a disciplined life! 

Students show their respect and love by giving ‘gift of thanks; to teachers.BTC, B.Tech, 

Polytechnic and MBA each and every student devote their heart and soul to make this day 

special for their teachers. 
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